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A.Read the following paragraph and then answer the questions that follow.

Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support from private
businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less conventional form of
secondary education.
1. Find word in the text which has the same meaning as "introducing new and better
methods or ideas for the first time".
a. pioneering
b. conventiona
c. secondary
d. undertake

*Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist, musician and astronomer – a true polymath. He
made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is probably his work in arithmetic and geometry
that has made him most famous.
2.Al-Kindi made his fame by working in two main fields……………
a. physician, philosopher

b. mathematician, chemist

c. musician and astronomer

d. arithmetic and geometry

3. “someone who has a lot of knowledge about many different subjects”
a. mathematician

b. polymath

c. ground-breaking

d. astronomer

*“Ibn Bassal’s book explained how best to grow trees, fruit and vegetables, as well as herbs and sweetsmelling flowers. He also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding underground water and digging
wells. He designed water pumps and irrigation systems.”
4. One of Ibn Bassal’s achievements as an engineer is…………..
a. growing trees

b. growing fruit

c. designing water pumps

d. irrigating crops

*“One of the many things which Ibn Bassal achieved was “A Book of Agriculture”. The book consisted of sixteen
chapters which explain how best to grow trees, fruit and vegetables, as well as herbs and sweet-smelling flowers.” –
5.The underlined pronoun “which” refers to………..
a. the book

b. agriculture

c. sixteen chapters

d. many things

*First, let‘s look at exports. Jordan is rich in potash and phosphate, and the extraction industry for these
minerals is one of the largest in the world.(1) Not surprisingly, two of Jordan‘s largest exports are chemicals
and fertilisers.
6.The writer mentions two minerals in which Jordan is rich.
a. the extraction industry b. chemicals and fertilisers c. potash and phosphate d. fruit and vegetables
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*In the mornings, after breakfast, one or more of our trained and experienced teachers will arrive, and you will have
three hours of intensive tuition. Then, after enjoying lunch together around the table, you’ll visit local places of
interest, go shopping, take part in sports, etc.

The text says that students will be living ‘as a family’.
7. Give two examples from the text that illustrate this.
a. playing with each other
c. taking intensive and buying things

b. visiting relatives
d. taking breakfast and lunch

*Students can attend one of ten public universities, or one of nineteen private universities. A large number of
Jordanian students choose to study at these institutions, as well as foreign students from all over the world. These
are undergraduates studying for a first degree, or postgraduates studying for a Master’s degree, a PhD or a higher
diploma.
8. According to the text, how many universities do we have in Jordan.
a. 19
b. 28
c.30
d.29

Finally, learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue
more effectively. As you become more aware of the way that a language works, you begin to
apply it to the language that you use every day. The skills you obtain from learning a foreign
language, therefore, can make you a better speaker and writer in your own language.
9.The sentence which indicates that learning another language improves your first language skills is:
a. learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your mother tongue
more effectively.
b. Finally, learning a foreign language can also improve your ability to use your
mother tongue more effectively.
c. can make you a better speaker and writer in your own language.
d. As you become more aware of the way that a language works, you begin to apply it
to the language that you use every day.
B.Read the text carefully and then choose (true or false)
Megaprojects are extremely large investment projects, which are designed to encourage economic growth and bring
new benefits to cities. Although megaprojects vary in terms of size and cost, they are all, by definition, expensive,
public projects that attract a high level of interest and media coverage. Projects range from motorways, airports,
stations, tunnels, bridges, etc. to entire city complexes.
10. many types of megaprojects are mentioned in the text.
(true\ false)
11.The underlined pronoun "they" refers to cities.
(true \ false)
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Question Number Two: (vocabulary)
A. Choose the suitable answer and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET
12.The opposite meaning of tiny is ………………………..
a. optimistic
b.huge
c. revolutionize
13. My father teaches Maths. He`s a…………………
a.

geometry

b. mathematician

c. arithmetic

d.fields

d. philosopher

14. I’m not sure if it’ll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We’ll have to………………
a.

feet cold get

b. have a head for figures c. play it by ear d. chest your off it get

15. You must not take in medicine without consulting a ……………………………………
a. physician
b. proficiency
c. polymath
d. interpret
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B. Choose

the correct option in brackets to complete the following sentences.

16. When anybody searches my smartphone, I red-handed.

Replace the underlined phrase with a suitable colour idiom
a. see red
b. feel a bit blue
c. in the act of doing something wrong d. permission
17. You should obey my instruction or you could make offence.
Replace the underlined word with the correct one.
a.do
b. cause
c. earn
d. join
18. Rakan said that he had to present information.
The underlined word means:
a. breaking
b.give ideas to others
c. show differences
d. centre
19. If you had chosen Finance, you would have had a head for figures.
What does the underlined body idiom mean?
a. to tell someone about something
b. to have a natural mental ability for maths

c. to put a lot of effort into something

d. to decide how to deal with a situation
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Question number three
A.Choose the suitable words derived from the words in the options below and Write the answer down in your
ANSWER BOOKLET.
20. You need to love your work in order to …………………….. .
a.Succeed

b.Success

c.Successful

d.Successfully

21.His ………………………….. of the conversation was completely different.
a.Interpret

b.Interpretation

c.Interpreted

d. interpreting

22. My parents have been the most __________ people in my life.
a. influence

b. influential

c. influentially

d. influencing

23. My father bought our house with an…………..……… from his grandfather.
a.inherit

b. inheritance

c. inherited

d. Inheritable
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B. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences and write it down in
your ANSWER BOOKLET.
24.Ahmad Ben Baso, ………………… was the architect of the tower, began work in 184 CE.
a.who
b. which
c.where
d.whose

25. I intend ---------------------- Arabic language.
a. learn
b. learns

c. to learn
d. learning
26. Water evaporates if you ……………..it .
a. boiles
b. boil
c. boiling
d. is boiling
27. I have Tawjihi exams next month. I wish I …………………how to improve my English.
a.known
b. knew
c.is known
d. were known
28. In the past, most letters ………………. by hand.

a.wrote

b. were written

c. are written

29. I didn’t have any money because I………………….. my wallet. (lose)
a.lost
b.has lost
c.have lost
30. Drivers ……………………. their cars fast last night because of the heavy rain
a. didn`t drive
b. hadn`t driven
c. don`t drive

d.have written
d.had lost
d.is driving
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31. Manal should have consulted a doctor before taking that medicine.

Manal wishes she ……………………………………
a. had consulted a doctor before taking that medicine.
b. hadn`t consulted a doctor before taking that medicine.
c.have consulted a doctor before taking that medicine.
d.has consulted a doctor before taking that medicine.
32.

Al-Jazari invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century.
The person ……………………………………………………………..
a. whose invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century was Al-Jazari.
b. who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century was Al-Jazari.
c. who invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century is Al-Jazari.
d. which invented the mechanical clock in the twelfth century was Al-Jazari.

33. The police officer arrested the thieves.
It…………………………………………………………………………………
a. was the police officer who arrested the thieves.
b. is the police officer who arrested the thieves.
c. was the police officer where arrested the thieves.
d. are the police officer which arrested the thieves.
34. I asked someone to take the jacket to the cleaner.

I……………………………………………….
a. had the jacket took to the cleaner.
c. has the jacket taken to the cleaner

B. had the jacket taken to the cleaner
d.had been the jacket taken to the cleaner

35. It is normal for me now to get up early to study.
I…………………………………………………………………………………
a. used to get up early to study.
B. was used to getting up early to study.
c. am used to getting up early to study.
D. aren`t used to getting up early to study.
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question number four.
A. GUIDED WRITING:( 4 points)
Read the information in the table below, choose the correct answer and then write the answer in your
ANSWER BOOKLET,

Reasons that make people leave their home countries
- seek a better life.
- complete education.
- find better jobs.
- learn about different cultures.
There are many reasons that make people leave their home countries ……….. seeking a better life and

………… education.
…………… ,there are other ways like finding better jobs ……….. learning about different
cultures.
36. a. and
b. but
c. then
d. such as
37. a. completed
b. completing
c. completes
d. complete
38. a. In addition
b. as will
c. and
d.as
39. a. However
b. In addition
c. as well as
d. like
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B. Editing
Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan times. You are asked to edit the following lines that have four mistakes
(one grammar mistakes, two punctuation mistake, and one spelling mistake)

Keeping your presentation short and clear …..34….. important to make you appear more …….35….. .
How would you present it…..36…… Would you read it word by word, note or …..37…….
40. a. is
b. are
c. were
d. have
41. a. confedent
b. confidint
c. conffident
d. confident
42. a. ,
b. .
c. ?
d. "
43. a. memorise
b. memerise
c. memrise
d. momires
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c. writing:
The aim of this report is to talk about the importance of Islamic achievements.

44. what is the function of the above sentence?
a. Conclusion
b. Opposition c. introduction

d. contrasting ideas

My brother has lived in China, and as a consequence speaks Chinese fluently.
45. What is the function of using the phrase “as a consequence” in the above sentence?
a. Conclusion
b. result c. introduction
d. contrasting ideas
Whereas you can get knowledge from books, skills must be learned through practice.
46.What is the function of using the word “Whereas” in the above sentence?
a. Conclusion

b. result c. introduction

d. opposition

